Visibility of our community?
Benchmarks
Benchmarks containing static control parts.

- Polybench

Code Generators
Tools and libraries to translate a polyhedral representation into source code.

- CADGen
- CLooG
- CodeGen
- CodeGen+
- isl

Dependency analysis
- candl
- FADA toolkit
- isl
- Petit

Exchange formats
- OpenSCoP
Currently
- Polyhedral Software
- Polyhedral Events
- Polyhedral Bibliography (incomplete)

The Future
- Videos of IMPACT 2014 - soon!
- More Complete Bibliography
- Introductionary Information
- ...
How it started - where should it go?

Where it started

▶ Idea was discussed long before (Alain Darte e.g.)
▶ Everybody invited to contribute
▶ Zero prepublication reviews
▶ Content openly available
▶ Overall idea: Get something started

Next

▶ Discuss!
▶ Complain! (constructively)
▶ Contribute!

http://polyhedral.info/contribute.html